
Ri'liiu* I’rocuivirk'nt Policies and Consider 
Long-Term Procurement Plans.

NOTSC
AND, IF REQUESTED (and [X ] S
RUL T

F

Avuimcd AI..I: 1 );i\ id M. (iaimon

I
I
c
L

Ronald LichenPrinted Name: [Date: March

(' nor compensation)

Applies
(check)The party claims “customer” status because the party is (check one):

1. tegory 1 customer that is an actual customer whose self-interest in the 
proceeding arises primarily from his/her role as a customer of the utility and, at the 
saute time, the customer must represent the broader interests of at least some other 
customers. In addition to describing your own interest in the proceeding you must 
show how your participation goes beyond just your own self-interest and will benefit 
other customers. See, for example, discussion in D.O8-1 j...

DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX if a finding of significant financial hardship is not needed (in cases where there is a 
valid rebuttable presumption of eligibility (Part 111(A)(3)) or significant financial hardship showing has been 
deferred to the intervenor compensation claim).
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:ual

X

inlcrvciiors members who are residential ratepayers or ihe percentage ol'the inier\enors 
members who are customers recei\ mu bmulled electric ser\ ice from an electrical corporation, 
and must include supporting documentation: (i.e.. articles ol'incorporation or bylaws).

sj501 (c)(3) status, working to light global warming, increase energy independence, decrease 
fossil fuel dependence, and foster economic development by bringing solar energy into the 
mainstream. Vote Solar works principally at the state level, helping to implement the suite of 
policies necessary to build robust, sustainable anil long-term solar markets, bounded in 2002. 
Vote Solar has over 54.500 members nationwide, approximately 20.000 of which are 
Californians. The vast majority of the approximately 20.000 member Californians are 
individuals receiving residential electric service from one of the California investor owned 
utilities. The interests ofihcsc customers in this proceeding, and in energy issues in general, 
are unique and are not adequately represented by other parties that have intervened in the case. 
Vole Solar is one of the only (if not only ) non-profit, public benefit organizations dedicated 
solely to the advancement of solar energy solutions, and Vote Solar’s non-prolit. public benefit 
status prevents Vole Solar's members from having a direct economic interest in. or gain from. 
Vote Solar's activ ities.

interpretation that compensation be proffered only to customers whose participation arises 
directly from their interests as customers." The Commission explained that ”| vv |ilh respect to 
environmental groups. |the ( ommission has| concluded they were eligible in the past with the 
understanding that they represent customers whose environmental interests include the concern 
that. c.g.. regulatory policies encourage the adoption of all cost-effective conservation 
measures and discourage unnecessary new generating resources that are expensive and 

I environmentally damaging. (I).XN-04-000. mimeo. at 5.) They represent customers who have a j

' Intervenors representing either a group of residential customers or small commercial customers who receive 
bundled electric service from an electrical corporation, must indicate in Part I, Section A, Item #4 of this form, the 
percentage of their members who are residential customers or the percentage of their members who receive bundled 
electric service from an electrical corporation. The NOl may be rejected if this information is omitted.
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In C ommission staff. for example." C onsislenl w illi this articulation. Vote Solar represents 
customers with a concern lor the environment that distinguishes their interests from the 
interests represented In other consumer advocates who have intervened in this case.

of incorporations in their Notice of Intent to Claim Intervenor Compensation (“NOI"). or to 
provide reference to a previous filing in which the articles of incorporation were submitted. On 
August 13. 2010. in proceeding R. 10-05-000. Vole Solar attached articles of incorporation and 
other relevant documents to its NOI. On March 3. 201 1. in that same proceeding. 
Administrative I.avv Judge Peter V. Allen issued an 
AYgv/n////" AV;//'<r of Inlcnl to ('/aim Inurwnor Compcnsiilion 
finds that Vole Solar is a customer “as that term is defined in Public Utilities Code 
]N02(b)( I )(C) |. that il| would be a significant financial hardship for | Vote Solar| to participate 
in | the | proceeding without an award of fees or costs |. and that the Vote Solar| Initiative is 
eligible to request intervenor compensation in |the| proceeding." This was confirmed in 1). 13
07-040.
Suhshmlial Coiiln'hdlioiis in /). /2-U4-04S.

Check

1. Is the customer a representative of a group representing the interests 
of small commercial customers who receive bundled electric service 
from an electrical corporation?

Yes

2. If the answer to the above question is “Yes”, does the customer have a 
conflict arising from prior representation before the commission?

Yes

Check

See Rule 17.1(e).
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Commission decision. Commissioner ruling. AI..I ruling. or other document authori/ing the 
111iny of NOI ;il lhat oilier lime:

II:
(To be completed by the party (“customer”) intending to claim intervenor compensation)

utilitv iiiul distributed settle energy and die integration oT that energv into the grid. Vote 
Solar's primary interests in this proceeding tire review of long-term svstem iiiul local reliahilit\ 
resource plans, integration of renew able and oilier preferred resources, meeting (ilKi goals, 
and procurement oversight and rules.

parties such as environmental organi/ations. trade associations, and ratepayer advocates. 
Where possible. Vole Solar will engage in joint advocacv vvilli these organi/ations iiiul will 
remain open to settlement possibilities with anv anil all parties.

attendance at workshops, submission of comments, submission of testimony participation in 
hearings, and submission of briefing.

based on the anticipated duration of the proceeding (§ 1804(a)(2)(A)(ii)):

200 S79.000

Jim 11 iiiik. I \pcri 200 S250 S50.000

[Advocate 1] 
[Advocate 2]

[Person 2]
Subtotal; $

SI.000
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lor Who Solar lo determine the sped Ik- issues (and scope ol' issues) that may oeeur which w ill 
require Vote Solar's participation. I low ever. baseil on A I..I damson's comments at the 
february 25. 2014 prehearing conference. Vote Solar likely will focus most, if not all. of its 
efforts in proposed Phase 1 B (Idling need) and Phase 5 (procurement oversight and rules) and 
the possibility of an additional phase dealing with local reliability needs.

The reasonableness of the hourly rates requested for Vole Solar's representatives will be 
addressed in Vole Solar's Request for Compensation.

preparing this NOI.

Solar's intervenor compensation request submittal in R.l 1-10-025. dated August 50. 2015. 
Vole Solar will be submitting a llrsl-time representative rate request for Jim Baak as part of 
Vote Solar's intervenor compensation request submitted in R. 12-05-014. of approximately 
S250. ’
When entering items, type over bracketed text; add additional rows to table as necessary.
Estimate may (but does not need to) include estimated Claim preparation time. Claim preparation 
is compensated at XA professional hourly rate.

Applies
(check)

L
Compensation Claim in this proceeding on the following basis:

her

ual

.
3

a
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issued 
id aim 
; “would
e

Date ing (or CPUC decision): Ruling dated March 3, 2011, and D. 13
07-046 issued July 30, 2.0! 3. "

hardship” (§ 1802(g)) (necessary documentation, if warranted, is attached to the NOI):

costs of effective participation. As stated above. Vote Solar represents the interests of 
California Vole Solar members who are K)l: customers. These customers share an interest in 
Vole Solar's mission to light global warming, increase energy independence, decrease fossil 
fuel dependence, and foster economic development by bringing solar energy into the 
mainstream. The purposes and intents of this proceeding directly affect this interest. The 
ultimate impact of this interest, however, is extremely broad in nature and inures directly to 
the public good and cannot realistically be quantified on an individual level. Thus, because of 
the economics of public versus individual benefits, the iiuliv idual benefit theoretically 
approaches /.cm. A near/ero benefit is extremely small relative to the estimated SI30.000 
financial burden these customers would incur but for Vole Solar's representation.

issued, on March 3. 201 I. an 
to Claim Inlervenor CompensiUion
that it "would be a significant financial hardship for | Vote Solar| to participate in |the| 
proceeding without an award of lees or costs |. and that the Vote Solar| Initiative is eligible to 
request intervenor compensation in |the| proceeding."’ This was confirmed in 1). 13-07-046. 
Decision draining Inlcrvcnnr ( ompnisalion in llic I ole Solar Initiative for Snhsianlial 
Conirihnlioiis lo I). 12-0-l-U-lS.

Timothy .1. Sullivan and Jeanne McKinney issued an Administrative I.avv Judges' Ruling on 
Notices of Intent lo Claim Interv enor Compensation anil Determinations of Lligibilily to 
Claim Compensation in which the Judges determined (on pp. 26-27) that Vote Solar had 
demonstrated significant financial hardship pursuant to £ 1802(g) because N ote Solar's 
"estimated cost of participating in | the | proceeding far e.xceed|ed| the economic interests of 
those vv hose v iews it promotes or the economic interests of VSI as an orguni/ation."
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Pi

Description
Certificate of Service is a 
1.13(b)(l)(iii).

ADII1NIS'" l

----------- 8- " — /

1.
thea. 11

fo

ited that the 1 ■ _ mely fi ■ I w I itb. If
th

has not adequately described the scope of anticipated participation
ibove) for the following reason(s):

c

2

3

4

1. The Notice of Intent is rejected.

2. Additional guidance is provided to the customer as set forth above.

3. The customer has satisfied the eligibility requirements of Pub. Util. Code 
§1804(a). ~ '

4. The customer has shown significant financial hardship.

4 An ALJ Ruling needs not be issued unless: (a) the NOI is deficient; (b) the ALJ desires to address specific issues 
raised by the NOI (to point out similar positions, areas of potential duplication in showings, unrealistic expectations
for compensation, or other matters that may affect the customer’s Intervenor Compensation Claim); or (c) the NOI 
has included a claim of “significant financial hardship” that requires a finding under § 1802(g).
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5. The customer is preliminarily determined to be eligible for intervenor 
compensation in this proceeding. However, a finding of significant 
financial hardship in no way ensures compensation.

Dated at San Francisco, California.

Administrative Law Judge
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